Fulfilling Our Commitment:
Striving to Return Service
to Higher Levels in 2015

CSX remains unwavering in its commitment to
create sustained Service Excellence for customers
Resource – Service Framework

 CSX expects operating performance to progress
substantially in 2015, as the company continues to
implement a balanced approach to improve service
— Adding new, rebuilt, repaired, and leased locomotives
— Hiring and training new crew employees

Crews

— Prioritizing projects that target Northern Tier capacity
— Refining and enhancing operating processes

Process

Infrastructure

 Despite heavy Fall Peak volumes and early winter
storms, CSX was able to sustain its service
performance during the second half of 2014 and
has seen marked improvement in some locations
 Additionally, through its updated winterization
efforts and targeted action plans, CSX has been
able to recover quickly from early winter events

Locomotives

 CSX is working relentlessly to maintain operational
fluidity and move customer freight
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Demand remains strong, and continued resource
additions will aid in 2015 service improvements
2014 Weekly CSX Volume
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 2014’s substantial volume growth strained
both crew and locomotive resources,
prompting an aggressive response by CSX
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 The company increased crew hiring by
nearly one-third vs. 2013, with a focus on
key growth areas along the Northern Tier
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 CSX also agreed to purchase 300 new
locomotives through 2016, and accelerated
heavy repairs and added leases to
supplement the fleet
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The company’s continued emphasis
on resource additions will propel
service improvements in 2015

Aligning resource levels with volume remains a core
enabler of service performance
Locomotives

2014

 By year end 2014, CSX had increased its active locomotive fleet by about 425
units versus the start of 2013’s Fall Peak when CSX began activating stored units
 CSX increased its short-term leased fleet to over 200 units and returned nearly 70
additional units through its rebuild and accelerated heavy repair programs

2015

 CSX will add 200 new locomotives to the fleet, with 75 units due in the first half of
the year and another 125 units scheduled to be delivered before year end
 CSX will also add approximately 150 units via rebuild and heavy repair programs
 The mechanical workforce will be increased to accommodate this larger fleet

Adding locomotives
drives up on-time
performance, aids in
network fluidity, and
supports ongoing growth

Train Crews
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2014

 CSX hired nearly 1,900 new conductor trainees throughout the year, helping to
increase active T&E count by over 300 employees and enabling the company to
start 2015 with a robust pipeline of new hire trainees
 CSX continues to offer transfers, vacation buybacks, and retirement deferrals

2015

 CSX anticipates crew hiring and training will remain strong in 2015 to offset
attrition, improve service, and accommodate future volume growth
 Where needed, CSX will continue to utilize transfers to supplement crew bases
until a sufficient number of new hire trainees qualify at those locations

Incremental crews in key
geographies will increase
on-time originations and
arrivals and reduce dwell
across the Northern Tier

Infrastructure and process enhancements promote
fluidity and improve capacity
Infrastructure

2014

 CSX completed numerous projects along the company’s Northern Tier to support
service and growth
 Additionally, to add capacity and flexibility in the Chicago area, CSX acquired the
Elsdon Subdivision and completed the Thornton Junction CREATE project

2015

 During its 2015 capital planning process, CSX prioritized strategic capacity
projects based on their ability to support service improvements and focused
infrastructure investments primarily along the company’s Northern Tier

Terminal and line-of-road
capacity help streamline
interchange, improve
throughput capabilities,
and increase network
velocity

Process
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2014

 CSX adjusted routing protocols and began utilizing alternative gateways to
improve freight flows, enhance efficiency, and alleviate Chicago congestion
 Building off lessons learned from the extremely difficult prior winter, the company
implemented an enhanced winter preparedness and response plan

2015

 To limit the impact that necessary maintenance work will have along its Northern
Tier, CSX will execute a new rail and tie installation plan along the route, doubling
the number of work teams and thereby cutting the work time in half

Process changes provide
near-term relief and
longer-term strategic
improvement as volumes
grow and traffic mix shifts

2015 network investment focuses on the
Northern Tier
2015 Northern Tier Infrastructure Projects

Selkirk Yard
Staging and
Bypass Tracks
Hayford Jct

River Line
Capacity

Willard
Track Changes

CREATE
Villa Grove
Signals

NWOH
Track
Changes

Trenton Line
Capacity

Cleveland
Track and
Fueling

 CSX continues to prioritize
projects that increase capacity
along the company’s Northern Tier
 In addition, CSX is expanding
capacity on other key corridors to
support growth and sourcing shifts
—

Smithboro
Interchange
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 CSX is emphasizing network
capacity projects that support
service and enable future growth

In Progress

Double Track

Planned

Single Track

Notably, CSX will complete and open
the new Casky Yard in early/mid 2015

Projects aim to mitigate bottlenecks,
further improve Northern Tier and
Chicago-area fluidity, and prepare
CSX for continued growth

Preparedness and response improvements have
helped to mitigate winter impacts thus far
Iterative Winter Response
Planning and Execution Process

 Advanced winter planning has long been an
important part of CSX’s Service Excellence
process
—

However, the lessons learned in 2014 have driven a
more exhaustive approach to winter planning

 Each of CSX’s operating departments have
developed enhanced winter preparedness
and response plans
Preparedness and
Response
Planning Cycle

—

Transportation department is focused on enhancing
local preparation and communication

—

Mechanical department is focused on improving
CSX’s equipment reliability

—

Engineering department is focused on preparing its
people and equipment for the colder weather

 Increasing outreach, engagement, and
preparedness this winter is critical for
customer and CSX success in 2015
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CSX is poised to deliver significant service
improvements in 2015


Through a relentless focus on maintaining operational fluidity and
improving service, CSX stabilized operations in the second half of
2014 despite heavy Fall Peak volumes and early winter weather



In 2015, a heavy influx of new locomotives and crew employees will
propel an improvement in CSX’s Service Excellence performance



Customers can contribute to CSX’s service improvement by finalizing
winter preparedness and proactively communicating concerns
CSX is committed to growing with its customers.
CSX is continuing relentless efforts to restore service.
CSX is investing to deliver long-term Service Excellence.
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Forward-Looking Statements
This information and other statements by the company may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of
the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act with respect to, among other items: projections and estimates of earnings,
revenues, margins, volumes, rates, cost-savings, expenses, taxes, liquidity, capital expenditures, dividends, share
repurchases or other financial items, statements of management’s plans, strategies and objectives for future
operations, and management’s expectations as to future performance and operations and the time by which objectives
will be achieved, statements concerning proposed new services, and statements regarding future economic, industry or
market conditions or performance. Forward-looking statements are typically identified by words or phrases such as
“will,” “should,” “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “preliminary” and similar expressions. Forwardlooking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and the company undertakes no obligation to update or
revise any forward-looking statement. If the company updates any forward-looking statement, no inference should be
drawn that the company will make additional updates with respect to that statement or any other forward-looking
statements.
Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, and actual performance or results could
differ materially from that anticipated by any forward-looking statements. Factors that may cause actual results to differ
materially from those contemplated by any forward-looking statements include, among others; (i) the company’s
success in implementing its financial and operational initiatives; (ii) changes in domestic or international economic,
political or business conditions, including those affecting the transportation industry (such as the impact of industry
competition, conditions, performance and consolidation); (iii) legislative or regulatory changes; (iv) the inherent
business risks associated with safety and security; (v) the outcome of claims and litigation involving or affecting the
company; (vi) natural events such as severe weather conditions or pandemic health crises; and (vii) the inherent
uncertainty associated with projecting economic and business conditions.
Other important assumptions and factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forwardlooking statements are specified in the company’s SEC reports, accessible on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov and
the company’s website at www.csx.com.
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